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Develop complete web applications from scratch through practical examples and tips for beginners
and more advanced users

About This Book

Improve your programming experience and become a full stack developer●

Master real-life web applications, and create and manage four different projects●

Step-by-step guidance to develop real-world web applications smoothly●

Who This Book Is For

This book is for anyone who wants to discover and explore Yii Framework. Basic programming experience
with PHP and object oriented programming is assumed.

What You Will Learn

Understand basic concepts, along with the installation and customization of Yii●

Discover models, controllers, and views—concepts applied in a web context—and how they are employed●

in Yii
Use ActiveRecord to manipulate a database●

Add access control to your web application through authentication and authorization●

Install and customize an advanced template for multiple applications in the same project●

Create a RESTful Web Service to allow remote access to data●

Develop a console application to launch a command in the console as an automated task (cron job)●

Make code reusable through widgets and components and localize text messages to make a multilanguage●

web app

In Detail

Yii is a high-performance PHP framework best for developing Web 2.0 applications. It provides fast, secure,
and professional features to create robust projects, however, this rapid development requires the ability to
organize common tasks together to build a complete application. It's all too easy to get confused; this is
where this book comes in.

This book contains a series of practical project examples for developers starting from scratch. Each section
contains the most relevant theories for every topic as you walk through developing each project, focusing on
key aspects that commonly confuse users.

The book starts with all the framework's basic concepts, such as controllers and views, to introduce you to
Yii and creating your first application, a simple news reader. You will be learn to configure URL rules to
make a pretty URL, essential for search engine optimization. Next, you will walk through Model and
ActiveRecord, key concepts in database interaction.



The second application you will develop is a reservation system that allows you to manage rooms,
customers, and reservations. For this, you will use database connection through SQL and ActiveRecord.
More complex than the first one, this application will introduce you to the advanced template of Yii 2,
splitting the app into two parts: a frontend for all visitors and a backend for the admin. Finally, you will
move on to the last two applications: one that allows connections from remote clients, through RESTful
components of Yii 2, and another that creates and organizes automatic tasks using the console application
structure of Yii 2.

Style and approach

This is a step-by-step guide with each topic introduced in the context of real-world applications, highlighting
common cases where users may encounter difficulties.
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From reader reviews:

Ellen Garcia:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite e-book and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your short lived
problem; you can add your knowledge by the reserve entitled Yii2 By Example. Try to the actual book Yii2
By Example as your close friend. It means that it can to get your friend when you sense alone and beside that
course make you smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you far more
confidence because you can know every thing by the book. So , let me make new experience as well as
knowledge with this book.

Jack Harbin:

The feeling that you get from Yii2 By Example is a more deep you excavating the information that hide
inside the words the more you get enthusiastic about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to
recognise but Yii2 By Example giving you buzz feeling of reading. The article author conveys their point in
certain way that can be understood simply by anyone who read that because the author of this publication is
well-known enough. This particular book also makes your vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to
understand then can go with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We highly recommend you
for having this particular Yii2 By Example instantly.

Denise Niemi:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of exercise that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a book will give you a lot of new details.
When you read a publication you will get new information mainly because book is one of many ways to
share the information or even their idea. Second, examining a book will make an individual more
imaginative. When you studying a book especially hype book the author will bring one to imagine the story
how the character types do it anything. Third, you may share your knowledge to other individuals. When you
read this Yii2 By Example, you may tells your family, friends along with soon about yours guide. Your
knowledge can inspire others, make them reading a book.

Frances Coffey:

You can obtain this Yii2 By Example by visit the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing it can
to be your solve issue if you get difficulties for your knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various. Not only by
simply written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the modern era
including now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now,
choose your ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange yourself to
make your knowledge are still revise. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.
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